Bar Tools
Heavy duty - professional quality

Professional Waiter's Corkscrew
With Paring Knife - Black
CR-1148

Pocket Corkscrew
White - Bulk Pack Only
CR-1252W

Cocktail Strainer
4 Prong - Stainless Steel
CR-1261

Security Wristbands *
“No Tear” ¾” Tyvek® Material
Waterproof with Super Adhesive
WB-100P RED
WB-100G GREEN
WB-100Y YELLOW
WB-100P PURPLE
WB-100Y PINK
OTHER DESIGNS AVAILABLE

Scoops & Scoop Holders
Variety of heavy duty polystyrene, polyethylene and polycarbonate including some NSF approved. All MADE IN USA.

82oz Scoops
CR-838CL CLEAR - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYCARBONATE
CR-838W WHITE - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYETHYLENE

CR-837B BLUE - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYSTYRENE

32oz Scoops
CR-839CL CLEAR - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYCARBONATE
CR-839W WHITE - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYETHYLENE

CR-839S WHITE SMALL - HOLDS 8OZ SCOOPS

16oz Scoops
CR-840CL CLEAR - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYCARBONATE
CR-840R RED - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYETHYLENE

CR-840W WHITE - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYTHENE

6oz Scoops
CR-846W WHITE - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYEThYLENE

4oz Scoops
CR-844W WHITE - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYTHENE

Bottle Wells – Drip Catchers
Square or Round Wells fit bar ice bin or speed rail

Margarita Rimmers and Salt
Convenient convertible rimmer and a variety of popular salt colors - Made in USA

Glass Rimmer
3 Toy - Black
CR-103P

Glass Rimmer Replacement Sponges
Qty 4
CR-150

Margarita Salt
6oz Re-sealable Tub
CR-1020 WHITE
CR-1020R GREEN

Securit Security Wristbands *
“Invisible®” ¾” Tyvek® Material
Waterproof with Super Adhesive
WB-100P RED
WB-100G GREEN
WB-100Y YELLOW
WB-100P PURPLE
WB-100Y PINK
OTHER DESIGNS AVAILABLE

Pocket Corkscrew
Wall Mount With Screws
CR-1278

Muddler
Solid Plastic - ¾” Diameter - Black
CR-1240

French Fry/Popcorn Scoop
CR-890W WHITE - HEAT RESISTANT POLYCARBONATE

Bottle Opener
Paddle Style
CR-1277 STAINLESS STEEL
CR-1277BLK BLACK POWDER COAT

Bottle Opener
Wall Mount With Screws
CR-1278

Muddler
Solid Plastic - ¾” Diameter - Black
CR-1240

Bottle Well
Round - Black - Polyethylene
CR-2400

Bottle Well
Square - Black - Polyethylene
CR-2401

Drip Catcher
Trivet Style - Black Tray/Removeable Grid
CR-1440 - 6”
CR-1451B - 4½”

* Imprintable
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Accessories
Wide variety of high volume plastics
Best quality - Most items MADE IN USA

Polar Pitcher - 60oz
Clear With Aluminum Ice Chamber (No Lid)
CR-5831

Polar Pitcher Lid
Clear
CR-5832CLR

Polar Pitcher Replacement Cap
For Ice Chamber - White
CR-5833CLR

Oval Baskets
9½" x 5" x 2"
CR-654BLK BLACK
CR-654BR BROWN
CR-654FG FOREST GREEN
CR-654GR GREEN
CR-654R RED

Round Baskets
9" x 2½"
CR-655BR BROWN
CR-655R RED

Coat Checks
Black - 2 Matching Sets Of Tokens
CR-1400BLK-0 NUMBERED 001 TO 050
CR-1400BLK-1 NUMBERED 051 TO 100
CR-1400BLK-2 NUMBERED 101 TO 150

Bowl Scraper *
Standard 5½" x 3½" - White
CR-889

Bomb Cups *
25 Cups/Sleeve
CR-7400AC RED, GREEN, PURPLE, BLUE

Spreaders *
White - Nylon
CR-925 SHORThANDL E - 7.75"  
CR-926 LONGHANDLE - 11.5"

Citrus Wedger
Cuts 8 or 16 wedges
Replaceable Blade
WEG-816

Shooter Tube Rack
24 Holes - Clear
CR-1600

Shooters Tube
.85oz
CR-1610CL 6" CRYSTAL TUBES - CLEAR
CR-1620AC 6" CRYSTAL TUBES
- ASSORTED NEON COLORS

Drain Trays, Funnels & Extensions
ALL MADE IN USA

Bar Drain Tray
With Drain Tube - Black - 14"L X 5"W X 3"D
CR-760

Drain Funnel
Black - 1½QT, 7" Diameter
With Tea Medium & Coarse Screens
CR-804

Superb Seal Bar Drain Extension
May be used with funnel or tray
CR-700 8" - FITS 1" TO 1½" DRAIN
CR-701 10" - FITS 1½" TO 1½" DRAIN

Bar Rail Mat
Black - 3" x 24" - One Piece Thermoplastic Rubber
CR-753BLK

Condiment Bar Caddy
4 Compartment - Semi-Clear Lid & White Base
CR-1387

Napkin / Rod Holder
3 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
CR-1272

Napkin Holder
1 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
CR-1273

Napkin Holder
1 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
CR-1383

Napkin Holder
1 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
CR-1382

Napkin Holder
1 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
CR-1381

Napkin Holder
1 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
CR-1380
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Accessories
Wide variety of high volume plastics
Best quality - Most items MADE IN USA

Polar Pitcher - 60oz
Clear With Aluminum Ice Chamber (No Lid)
cr-5831

Polar Pitcher Lid
Clear
cr-5832clr

Polar Pitcher Replacement Cap
For Ice Chamber - White
cr-5833

Oval Baskets
9½” x 5” x 2”
cr-6540
- Black
CR-6541BLK
- Brown
CR-6541BROWN
- Forest Green
CR-6541FG
- Green
CR-6541GR
- Red
CR-6541R

Round Baskets
9” x 2½”
cr-6550
- Black
CR-6551
- Brown
CR-6552
- Red
CR-6553

Coat Checks
Black - 2 Matching Sets Of Tokens
cr-1400
- 001
CR-1400B
- 002
CR-1400BLK

Bowl Scraper *
Standard 5½” x 3½” - White
cr-889

Citrus Wedger
Cuts 8 or 16 wedges
Replaceable Blade
weg-816

Shooter Tube Rack
24 Holes - Clear
cr-1600

Shooter Tubes
.85oz
CR-1610CLR 6" CRYSTAL TUBES - CLEAR
CR-1620aC 6" CRYSTAL TUBES - ASSORTED NEON COLORS

Bomb Cups *
25 Cups/Sleeve
CR-7400A
- Red
CR-7400RD
- Green
CR-7400GR
- Purple
CR-7400PU
- Blue
CR-7400BL

Spreaders *
White - Nylon
CR-925 SHORT HANDLE - 7.75”
CR-926 LONG HANDLE - 11.5”

* Imprintable
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Bar Organizers, Napkin Holders & Bar Rail Mats

Napkin / Rod Holder
3 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
cr-1272

Condiment Bar Caddy
4 Compartment - Semi-Clear Lid & White Base
cr-1383

Napkin Holder
1 Compartment
Black - Polystyrene
cr-1273

Bar Rail Mat
Black - 3” x 24” - One Piece Thermoplastic Rubber
cr-753BLK

Drain Trays, Funnels & Extensions
ALL MADE IN USA

Bar Drain Tray
With Drain Tube - Black - 14”L X 5”W X 3”D
cr-750

Drain Funnel
Black - 1½QT, 7” Diameter
With Tea Medium & Coarse Screens
CR-804

Superb Seal Bar Drain Extension
May be used with funnel or tray
CR-700 8” - FITS 1” TO 1½” DRAIN
CR-701 10” - FITS 1½” TO 1½” DRAIN

* Imprintable
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The Bar Tools and Accessories you need to be Best in the Bar

Margarita Rimmers and Salt
Convenient convertible rimmer and a variety of popular salt colors - Made in USA

Scoops & Scoop Holders
Variety of heavy duty polystyrene, polyethylene and polycarbonate including some NSF approved. All MADE IN USA.

82oz Scoops
CR-830CL CLEAR - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYCARBONATE
CR-830W WHITE - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYSTYRENE - NSF
CR-837B BLUE - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYSTYRENE 

32oz Scoops
CR-830CL CLEAR - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYCARBONATE
CR-830W WHITE - FLAT BOWL - HOOK HANDLE - POLYSTYRENE 

16oz Scoops
CR-842CL CLEAR - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYCARBONATE
CR-842R RED - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYETHYLENE 

8oz Scoops
CR-845CL CLEAR - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYCARBONATE
CR-845R RED - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYETHYLENE 

French Fry/Popcorn Scoop
CR-852W WHITE - HEAT RESISTANT POLYCARBONATE

6oz Scoops
CR-834W WHITE - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYETHYLENE

4oz Scoops
CR-848W WHITE - ROUND BOWL - HOLE HANDLE - POLYETHYLENE

Pocket Corkscrew
White - Bulk Pack Only
CR-1252W

Bottle Opener
Wall Mount With Screws
CR-1258

Muddler
Solid Plastic - ¾” Diameter - Black
CR-1240

Bottle Wells – Drip Catchers
Square or Round Wells fit bar ice bin or speed rail

Bottle Well
Round - Black - Polystyrene
CR-2401

Drip Catcher
Trivet Style - Black Tray/Removeable Grid
CR-1440 - 6"  CR-1451B - 4 ½"